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INTRODUCTION
n ny1 w xLet K be a field and f s Z q c Z q ??? qc g K Z an irreducible1 n
separable polynomial with zeros x , . . . , x in some algebraic closure of1 n
.   . .K, say . By G s Gal K x , . . . , x rK we denote the Galois group of the1 n
 .splitting field K x , . . . , x of f over K. As usual, we consider G as a1 n
 4subgroup of the symmetric group S of 1, . . . , n : Thus G acts on the zerosn
of f by
s x s x , s g G, i s 1, . . . , n. .i s  i.
 4 w xSince f is irreducible, G is transitive on 1, . . . , n . Let K X s
w xK X , . . . , X denote the polynomial ring of n indeterminates X s1 n
 .X , . . . , X over K and Q the K-vector space1 n
w xQ s P g K X ; deg P F 2 4
w xof polynomials of degree F 2 in K X . Consider the K-linear multiplica-
tive homomorphism
w : Q ª K x , . . . , x : P ¬ w P s P x , . . . , x , .  .  .1 n 1 n
 .in particular, its kernel ker w : Q and its image w Q . In the present note
we discuss the following theorem, which was published recently:
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w xTHEOREM 1 1, Theorem 4 . Suppose that the characteristic of K does not
 4di¨ ide the order of G and that G is 4-fold transiti¨ e on 1, . . . , n . Then
n
2ker w s a X q b q a q a X X . i i i j i j
is1 1Fi-jFn
n
q g q a c X y bc q g c ; a , . . . , a g K , b , g g K , 1 .  . i 1 i 2 1 1 n 5
is1
where c , c are the abo¨e coefficients of f.1 2
This theorem just says that all quadratic relations between x , . . . , x1 n
 .are tri¨ ial in some sense. Indeed, the elements on the right side of 1 can
be written
n
a X s q c q b s y c q g s q c , .  .  . i i 1 1 2 2 1 1
is1
where s s  X and s s  X X denote the usual elementary sym-1 i i 2 i- j i j
 .  .metric functions. Since w s q c s 0 s w s y c , it is clear that the1 1 2 2
n q 2 polynomials
X s q c , . . . , X s q c , s y c , s q c 2 .  .  .1 1 1 n 1 1 2 2 1 1
belong to the kernel of w. Hence Theorem 1 says that any relation of
degree F 2 between x , . . . , x is a K-linear combination of the n q 21 n
 .relations in 2 .
w xThe proof of Theorem 1 given in 1 is somewhat ad hoc and consists of
successive reductions involving the stabilizers in G of 1, 2, 3, and 4
 4elements of 1, . . . , n . In Section 1 we give a more structural proof by
means of representation theory of finite groups, in particular, of the
symmetric group. In Section 2 we discuss some cases in which our proof
 .and hence Theorem 1 remains valid under weaker assumptions on G
 .Theorems 2, 3 . This discussion shows that representation theory is useful
even in cases where our proof breaks down: One often obtains strong
restrictions on the possible dimensions of ker w and candidates for possible
non-trivial relations. We also show that the kernel can be quite large even
if G is 2-fold transitive.
At this point we briefly mention two results on linear relations between
x , . . . , x which are easy consequences of standard results in the represen-1 n
tation theory of finite groups: If G is 2-fold transitive, there are only tri¨ ial
linear relations between x , . . . , x . We observed this many years ago cf.1 n
w x . w x5, Proposition 4, item 3 ; cf. also Section 2 below . The authors of 1
 w x.seemingly considered this as a new result cf. 1, Theorem 3 and gave a
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proof in the spirit of their proof of Theorem 1. Furthermore, there are
only trivial linear relations between x , . . . , x , if n is a prime and K is1 n
such that the cyclotomic polynomial Z n q Z ny1 q ??? q1 is irreducible
w xover K. It seems that this proposition is due to 10 . In the above-men-
 . wtioned paper we gave a representation theoretical proof in a few lines 5,
xProof of Proposition 6 . On the other hand, this proposition is one of the
w xmain results of 4 , where representation theory is used in a rather indirect
way only, namely, via the group determinant.
Finally, we should like to mention that the methods we use here have
already been applied to certain nonlinear relations of a special type, in
connection with the problem of constructing separable resolvents of poly-
 w x.nomials f as above cf. 6 .
1. A STRUCTURAL PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We assume that the characteristic of K is zero. This restriction is not
necessary but allows us to concentrate on the main arguments}the
w xgeneral case requires some care. Let K S be the group ring of S overn n
w xK. We consider Q as a K S -module in the usual way. Since G is an
w xsubgroup of S , Q is a K G -module, too, and the above map w isn
w xK G -linear. For the time being we need not assume that G is 4-fold
transitive; we only assume n G 4.
 .It is easy to see that the n q 2 ``trivial'' relations of 2 are K-linearly
independent. We shall show that
dim ker w s n q 2. 3 .K
Therefore, these relations are a basis of ker w, whence Theorem 1 follows.
 .In fact, we shall show more than 3 : We shall give a precise description
w xof the decomposition of ker w into simple K G -submodules. To this end
w xwe decompose Q into simple K S -submodules first. Obviously,n
 :  2:  :Q s K [ X [ X [ X X , 4 .1 1 1 2
 : w xwhere . . . means the K S -module generated by the respectiven
 .element. The decomposition of the modules on the right side of 4
 wis an easy application of the representation theory of S cf. 9, p. 44,n
x w x.Corollary 2.2.22 ; cf. also 7, Sect. 20 . This decomposition involves, up to
w xisomorphy, only three distinct simple K S s modules T , U, V, of K-di-n
 .mensions 1, n y 1, n n y 3 r2, respectively; the corresponding partitions
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 .  .  .  .or Young types of n are n , n y 1, 1 , and n y 2, 2 . Denoting isomor-
w xphic K S -modules by the same capital letter, we haven
K ( T ,
 :X s T [ U ( T [ U1 1 1
 2:X s T [ U ( T [ U1 2 2
 :X X s T [ U [ V ( T [ U [ V . 5 .1 2 3 3 3
The group S acts trivially on the module T ; its isomorphic brothers T inn i
 .5 are generated in the following way:
 :  2 2:  :T s s , T s X q ??? qX , T s s .1 1 2 1 n 3 2
Moreover, we have
 :  2 2:  :U s X y X , U s X y X , U s X y X X q ??? qX . .  .1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 n
Finally,
 :V s X y X X y X . .  .3 1 2 3 4
w xIndeed, the above K S -generators are essentially those introduced byn
 w x.Specht cf. 12 .
 .  .Next we look at the images w U , w V , i s 1, 2, 3. For this purposei i
 wwe need a special case of an old theorem of Frobenius cf. 9, p. 237,
x w x.Corollary 5.5.39 ; 7, p. 602 :
w xLEMMA 1. If G is 2-fold transiti¨ e, U is simple as a K G -module. If G is
w x4-fold transiti¨ e, V is simple as a K G -module.
Suppose now that G is 4-fold transitive, in particular, n G 4. By Lemma
w x w x1, the above K S -generators of the modules U and V are K G -genera-n i i
tors of these modules, too. We shall show
w U / 0, w U / 0, w V / 0. 6 .  .  .  .1 2 3
w x w xSince U and V are simple K G -modules, and since w is K G -linear, this
w xyields the K G -isomorphies
w U ( U, w U ( U, w V ( V . .  .  .1 2 3
 .  .Assertion 6 is obvious for U and V , because of w X y X s x y1 3 1 2 1
 . .x / 0 and x y x x y x / 0. In the case of U , we observe that2 1 2 3 4 2
x 2 y x 2 s 0 gives, by the 2-fold transitivity of G, x 2 s x 2 s x 2 and there-1 2 1 2 3
 4  4 w x fore x , x , x : "x , a contradiction. The K G -generator X y1 2 3 1 1
. .  .  2 2 .X X q ??? qX of U can be written as s X y X y X y X . Its2 3 n 3 1 1 2 1 2
 .  2 2 .  .  .image being yc x y x y x y x g w U q w U , we get1 1 2 1 2 1 2
w U : w U q w U . .  .  .3 1 2
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Below we shall show that
w U / w U . 7 .  .  .1 2
 .  .Since both modules are simple, this means that the sum w U q w U is1 2
 .  .  .direct. Finally, note that w K s K contains the images w T , w T , and1 2
 .  .  .w T . Altogether, we obtain, in view of 4 and 5 ,3
w Q s K [ w U [ w U [ w V ( T [ U 2 [ V , 8 .  .  .  .  .1 2 3
and therefore,
ker w ( T 3 [ U
 w x .  .as K G -modules . In particular, dim ker w s 3 q n y 1 s n q 2, i.e.,K
 .3 .
 .  .  . 2  .The proof of 7 is our final task. If w U : w U , we get x g w U2 1 1 1
 2:.  .  .q K, since w X : w U q K. Now x y x , . . . , x y x , 1 is a K-1 2 1 2 1 n
 .basis of w U [ K, so1
n
2x s g x y x q d , 9 .  .1 i 1 i
is2
with uniquely determined coefficients g , d g K. But G is 2-fold transitive,i
hence all coefficients g take the same value, which we denote by g . Theni
 .9 reads
n
2x s n y 1 g x y g x q d s ng x q g c q d . . 1 1 i 1 1
is2
This says that x satisfies a quadratic equation over K, which contradicts1
n G 4.
2. SOME IMPLICATIONS OF SECTION 1
Again we assume that K has characteristic 0. The notation of groups in
 w x w x.this section is fairly standard cf. 7 , 3 . All k-fold transitive groups,
 w x.k G 2, have been classified completely cf. 2, Theorem 5.3 . According to
this classification, there are only the following 4-fold transitive groups: Sn
for n G 4, the alternating groups A for n G 6, and the Mathieu groupsn
 .  4M considered as subgroups of S , n g 11, 12, 23, 24 . It seems worth-n n
while to look for other groups for which Theorem 1 holds.
First we observe that the assertion of Theorem 1 can hardly be true if G
is not 2-fold transitive. In this case there are, in fact, non-trivial linear
w x wrelations if K is a splitting field of the K G -module U 5, Proposition 4,
xitem 3 . Consequently, Theorem 1 is false for many fields K, in particular,
for all fields that contain an mth root of unity, m denoting the exponent of
G.
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Suppose, therefore, that G is 2-fold transitive. Let n G 4 we omit the
.easy cases n s 2, 3 . An inspection of Section 1 shows that our proof of
w xTheorem 1 remains valid if V is a simple K G -module. Indeed, all of the
other arguments only rely on the 2-fold transitivity of G and n G 4
 .observe that, for reasons of dimension, V cannot be isomorphic to U .
Thus we have
THEOREM 2. Let n G 4 and G a 2-fold transiti¨ e subgroup of S . If V isn
w x  .  .simple as a K G -module, w Q takes the shape 8 ; in particular, Theorem 1
is true for G.
EXAMPLES. Let n s 4, G s A , which is sharply 2-fold transitive. If4
2 w xZ q 3 is irreducible over K, the K G -module V is simple. Let n s 5 and
 . w xG s A sharply 3-fold transitive . Here V is simple as a K G -module for5
 .arbitrary fields K of characteristic 0, as always . Both cases follow from
the general character theory of S and A . More impressive than thesen n
 .two examples is n s 9, G s PGL 2, 8 , a group of order 1512. It is easy to
 .check that the absolutely irreducible Q-character of Young type 7, 2
remains absolutely irreducible when restricted to G suitable character
w x. w xtables can be found in 11, pp. 268 and 279 . Therefore V is K G -simple
for an arbitrary field K.
 .The last-mentioned example belongs to a possibly infinite series of
w x3-fold transitive groups, for which V is K G -simple. However, the case
 .PGL 2, 8 is exceptional in this series, inasmuch as no restriction on K is
required. In the sequel let z g C denote a primitive mth root of unity.m
l  .THEOREM 3. Let p s 2 y 1 be a Mersenne prime G 7, n s p q 2,
 l.  l. w xand G one of the subgroups PSL 2, 2 , PGL 2, 2 of S . Let F g Q Z ben p
the minimal polynomial of h s z q zy1 o¨er Q. Suppose that F remainsp p p p
w xirreducible o¨er K. Then V is simple as a K G -module, thus Theorem 1 holds
for G.
 l.  l.Proof. Since PSL 2, 2 is a subgroup of PGL 2, 2 , it suffices to show
 l.the assertion for G s PSL 2, 2 .
 .For an element s g S let p s denote the number of fixed points ofn
 .s , i.e., p s is the value of the usual permutation character of S . Letn
 .d s denote the number of 2-cycles in the decomposition of s into
w xdisjoint cycles. According to 7, p. 602 , the irreducible character c of
 .  .Young type n y 2, 2 i.e., the character belonging to V can be defined
by
c s s p s p s y 3 r2 q d s , s g S . 10 .  .  .  .  . . n
 .On the other hand, the group G has p y 1 r2 distinct absolutely irre-
 .ducible characters c , j s 1, . . . , p y 1 r2, of degree p q 2 with values inj
 .  w x.Q h cf. 8, p. 310 . These characters are mutually conjugate over Qp
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since p is a prime number. We shall show that
 .py1 r2
<c s c . 11 .G j
js1
 .  .The degree of the character on the right side of 11 equals n n y 3 r2,
 . <which is c 1 . In order to obtain the remaining values of c , we look atG
 w x.  4the partition of G in the sense of 7, p. 192 : G R 1 is the disjoint union
of the sets
I s s g G; p s s k , k s 0, 1, 2. 12 4 .  .k
If s is in I , it consists of cycles of equal length d, d ) 1 being a divisor of0
 .n; thus the cycle type of s is d, . . . , d . Since n is odd, this implies
 .  .d s s 0. The elements s of I are of cycle type 2, . . . , 2, 1 , hence1
 .  .  .d s s n y 1 r2. Finally, d s s 0 for each s g I , the respective cycle2
 .  .  .  .type being p, 1, 1 . Now 10 and 12 yield the value of c s for all
  . 4  4s g G. On the other hand let j g 1, . . . , p y 1 r2 and s g G R 1 . As
 .in the case of c , the character value c s only depends on the set I toj k
w xwhich s belongs. This value is explicitly given in 8, p. 207 . By means of
 .this data one readily verifies that 11 holds.
 .Since the irreducible complex characters c are all conjugate, 11 showsj
<that c is a Q-irreducible character. But K is linearly disjoint with theG
 .field of values Q h of the constituents c , so c is K-irreducible, too. Thisp j
concludes the proof.
In general, V is not simple if G is not 4-fold transitive. Our proof of
Theorem 1, however, often restricts the possible structure of ker w to very
few cases. We consider the 3-fold transitive subgroup G of S of order8
 .31344, i.e., the holomorph of the group Zr2Z . The character of Young
 .  .type 6, 2 splits into two absolutely irreducible Q-characters of degrees 6
w xand 14 11, pp. 267 and 276 . Accordingly,
V s W [ Y ,3 3 3
w xwhere W and Y denote simple K G -modules of dimensions 6 and 14. The
simple modules T , U, W, and Y are pairwise non-isomorphic. Since
 . ..  .  .w X y X X y X does not vanish, at least one of w V , w Y must1 2 3 4 3 3
be non-trivial. Hence, if Theorem 1 is false for this group, the only
possible cases are
ker w ( T 3 [ U [ W or ker w ( T 3 [ U [ Y ,
with dim ker w s 16 and dim ker w s 24. In both cases,  KX XK K i- j i j
contains a non-trivial relation between the zeros of f. It is possible, in
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principle, to write down such a candidate for a non-trivial relation explic-
itly: Let x be the Q-character belonging to W, Y, respectively. Up to a
 4factor in K R 0 , the polynomial
x s s X X .  . 1 2
sgG
arises from X X by application of the central idempotent of x observe1 2
 y1 .  .. w xthat x s s x s . Hence this polynomial is a K G -generator of the
 .respective module W , Y : ker w . It seems, however, that the actual3 3
computation of this generator is toilsome.
Finally, we mention that ker w may become very large even if G is
2-fold transitive. Let n G 4. By the above proof of Theorem 1,
w Q = K [ w U [ w U . 13 .  .  .  .1 2
 . 3We display an example with equality in 13 . In this case ker w ( T [
 w x .  2 .U [ V as K G -modules and dim ker w s n y n q 4 r2. Let K s Q,K
p w xn s p G 5 be a prime number, and f s Z y c g Q Z be irreducible.
 .Here the Galois group G is the sharply 2-fold transitive group AGL 1, p
: S . Let y be an arbitrary complex zero of f. Then f has the zerosp
i  4x s yz , i s 1, . . . , p. Let k g 2, . . . , p y 1 be uniquely determined byi p
 42k ' 3 mod p. For i g 2, . . . , p put
y1 q 1rp if i s k ,
a si  1rp else.
One easily checks that
p
2 2x x s a x y x . .1 2 i 1 i
is2
 :.  .  .This, however, means w X X : w U , which implies equality in 13 .1 2 2
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